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10

ZIPPER SWIRL MINIATURE FINGER LAMP, colorless pressed glass,
also known "Fairy Night" lamp, matching dome-shape shade with
scalloped fitter. Richard and Hartley Glass Co. Fourth quarter 19th/early
20th century. 5 3/8" H to top of shade, 2 1/4" to top of collar, 3" D base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

402.50

306

BURMESE PLATEAU EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, featuring
six colorless glass arms and central standard, each supporting a sixpointed star crimped-rim base fitted with a marked Clarke colorless lamp
cup and fairy-size dome, each arm fitted into a revolving central holder
resting on a circular bevel-edge plateau. Probably Thomas ...
Estimate: 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

2,070.00

307

ACID CUT-BACK CAMEO FAIRY LAMP, white to deep rose, satin finish,
fairy-size dome featuring a Japanesque decoration with butterflies on both
sides, fitted on a colorless lamp cup marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent,
resting on a tri-fold tray/base with cameo chevron border. Fourth quarter
19th century. 4 3/4" H, 6 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

316.25

308

WEBB BURMESE EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, two pyramidsize domes, fitted on colorless lamp cups with S. Clarke's patent, sixpointed star crimped-rim bases, and three flower holders. Fitted in a
copper stand with S. Clarke's patent to the disc and Burmese connector
sleeve. Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. ...
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

862.50

309

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome with
polychrome Ivy decoration, fitted with a Burmese lamp cup with S.
Clarke's patent, down-turned ruffle petticoat base with matching
decoration, stamped for Thomas Webb and Sons. Thomas Webb & Sons.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 7/8" H, 5 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

690.00

310

CASED SATIN GLASS PLATEAU EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, pale
chocolate, central fairy-size dome molded with a heavy drape pattern,
fitted in a marked Clarke colorless lamp cup and bowl-like base raised on
three flared feet, surrounded by six flower holders supported by gilt-brass
arms resting on a six-scallop notched bevel-edge plateau. ...
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

1,380.00
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311

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP HANGING
CHANDELIER, opal loops on blue, satin finish, comprising four fairy-size
domes fitted on colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cups, supported in a
brass frame with lower down-turned crimped petticoat base and
suspension chains, one ring marked with Clarke's patent on interior.
Fourth ...
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

1,955.00

312

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome with
polychrome Ivy decoration, fitted with a non-period Fenton Burmese lamp
cup, down-turned ruffle petticoat base with matching decoration, stamped
on two sides, one with patent information, the other for Thomas Webb and
Sons. Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. ...
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

431.25

313

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome with
polychrome Prunus decoration, fitted on a Burmese lamp cup with S.
Clarke's patent, upright-ribbon rim base with matching decoration.
Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 6 3/4" H,4 3/8" DOA.
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

488.75

314

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size
dome fitted on a ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent to the bottom
and a gold fire-breathing serpent encircling the outside and integral
Tapestry Ware handled base with polychrome floral and foliage decoration
marked for Doulton Burslem. Fourth quarter 19th ...
Estimate: 500.00 - 800.00

315

STRAWBERRY DIAMOND CUT GLASS PAIR OF FAIRY LAMPS ON
STANDARDS, colorless, each fairy-size dome fitted on a pegged lamp
cup marked with Clarke's patent, joined by a screw connector to a
matching trumpet-form standard, original glass sleeves covering the
connectors, fitted with marked Clarke's candle cups. Fourth quarter 19th
century. ...
Estimate: 400.00 - 600.00

431.25

316

ROYAL WORCESTER CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP WITH FIGURAL
STANDARD, depicting "The Bather Surprised", appropriate green underglaze markings to underside including "486" and "TRADE MARK /
'CRICKLITE'", fitted with a brass connector supporting a colorless pegged
lamp cup marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent, a lamp cup with candle, a
colorless ...
Estimate: 400.00 - 600.00

546.25
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317

BURMESE AND BRONZE PAIR OF FAIRY LAMPS ON STANDARDS,
plush finish, each fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless pegged lamp cup
marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent, raised on a bronze statue base
depicting a male and female dancing fairy, circular green-marble bases.
Fourth quarter 19th and 20th century. 20 3/4" H.
Estimate: 400.00 - 600.00

318

ACID CUT-BACK PAIR OF FAIRY LAMPS ON STANDARDS, each rosecased opal pyramid-size dome featuring an all-over foliate design, fitted
on a colorless, pegged lamp cup marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent,
raised on silver-plate connector and colorless, cut glass base featuring a
hollow baluster-form stem and star-cut foot, one stamped ...
Estimate: 400.00 - 600.00

920.00

319

CASED SATIN GLASS FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP, shaded rose, fairy-size
three-faced owl dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's Portieux lamp cup with
candle cup, and ribbon-rim base raised on four applied colorless petal
feet, acid Clarke's markings to base interior. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5
1/2" H, 6 1/8" D base.
Estimate: 400.00 - 600.00

402.50

320

WEBB BURMESE EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish with
polychrome Woodbine decoration on all pieces, two fairy-size domes fitted
on colorless lamp cups with S. Clarke's patent and petticoat crimped-rim
bases supported on two gilt-brass arms marked with Clarke's patent,
centering a petticoat-rim flower holder, the whole raised on ...
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

1,150.00

321

HORNCASTLE STUDIOS BURMESE EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush
finish, featuring six brass arms supporting fairy-size domes fitted in
colorless lamp cups, central standard fitted with the same, all raised on an
up-turned crimped-edge base. Nick Inman, Horncastle Studios, England.
Circa 2007. 18" HOA, 10 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

546.25

322

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome, fitted
with a colorless lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, quatrefoil base with S.
Clarke's patent, with an applied foot marked for Thomas Webb and Sons.
Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" H, 5 1/4" SQ
base.
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

546.25

1,265.00
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323

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR IN
STAND, opal loops on red, satin finish, each fairy-size dome fitted on a
colorless Clarke's lamp cup, supported in a silver-plate frame raised on a
brass columnar standard with weighted base, both frame and standard
with Clarke's markings. Fourth quarter 19th century. 23" ...
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

488.75

324

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on ruby, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a Clarke's Cricklite colorless lamp cup and
tri-corner folded crimped-rim base raised on applied colorless feet. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 8" H, 8" DOA.
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

1,092.50

325

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramidsize dome with polychrome Woodbine decoration, fitted on a removable,
ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, bottom marked for Taylor,
Tunnicliffe & Co., ceramic base and three flower holders supported by an
ormolu stand with menu-holder arm. Fourth quarter 19th ...
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

632.50

326

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome with
polychrome Prunus decoration, fitted on a colorless lamp cup with S.
Clarke patent, tri-corner fluted base with a yellow leaf attached to one
side. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 5 5/8" H.
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

488.75

327

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramidsize dome, fitted on a ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent and
integral Tapestry Ware flower-bowl base marked for Taylor, Tunnicliffe &
Co. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 6" H, 7 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 300.00 - 400.00

431.25

328

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome with
polychrome birds-on-branch decoration, fitted on a colorless lamp cup
with S. Clarke's patent. Fitted on a quadruple-plate stand marked for
Pairpoint Manufacturing. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7 1/2" H.
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00

2,070.00

329

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome, fitted
on a period colorless lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, two flower holders,
base and vases with crimped rims. Each fitted in a metal stand with menu
holder with S. Clarke patent on the disc. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th
century. 5" H.
Estimate: 300.00 - 500.00
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330

AUSTRIAN PORCELAIN FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, fairy-size
bisque dome with polychrome decoration depicting a Christmas tree on
each side set with jeweled hanging lights, fitted on a Clarke's colorless
lamp cup supported in a colorless blown-glass base with applied rigaree
and engraved decoration, resting on a notched and beveled ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

690.00

331

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded rose with creamy white
interior, fairy-size dome with pinched-in top rim, fitted in a colorless
Clarke's lamp cup and rose-bowl style base with complex crimped and
fluted rim. Probably Stevens & Williams. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6
1/2" H, 6 1/4" D base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

690.00

332

BURMESE EPERGNE PLATEAU FAIRY LAMP, plush finish with
polychrome forget-me-not decoration, two pyramid-size domes fitted on
colorless lamp cups with S. Clarke's patent, supported on two gilt-brass
arms centering later colorless glass flower holder, resting on a notched
and beveled, oval mirror plateau. Probably Thomas Webb & Sons. ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

230.00

333

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded rose with creamy white
interior, fairy-size dome with pinched-in top rim, fitted in a colorless
Clarke's lamp cup and base with complex crimped and fluted six-point star
rim. Probably Stevens & Williams. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6 1/2" H,
6" D base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

316.25

334

BURMESE PLATEAU EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, featuring a
fairy-size dome fitted in a marked Clarke Cricklite colorless lamp cup, and
two scallop-rim flower holders, all supported in a silver-plate frame with
colorless glass leaf side ornaments, resting on a circular bevel-edge
plateau. Probably Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth quarter ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

316.25

335

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, bright lemon yellow, fairy-size
dome molded with a vertical drape pattern, fitted in a colorless lamp cup
marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent, matching bowl base with crimped
rim and applied colorless petal-like feet. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6" H,
6 1/4" D bowl.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

402.50

336

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, rose, fairy-size dome molded with
a heavy drape pattern, fitted in a marked Clarke's colorless lamp cup and
quatrefoil base with folded edges, raised on a colorless applied circular
foot bearing an acid-etched Clarke's mark. Possibly Thomas Webb &
Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6" H, 6" SQ base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

546.25
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337

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded green, fairy-size crimp-top
dome fitted in a vaseline opalescent lamp cup marked with Clarke's
patent, matching bowl base with scalloped and crimped rim. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 6 1/4" H, 5 1/4" D bowl.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

632.50

338

CASTLE-FORM GLASS FAIRY LAMP, fiery opalescent, fairy-size dome
with molded diamond quilted pattern, fitted on pressed two-tier castle-form
base with flower moat, with S. Clarke's patent markings to cup interior.
Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century. 5 3/4" H, 6" D base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

402.50

339

DIAMOND POINT PAIR OF FAIRY LAMPS ON STANDARD, each bluegreen fairy-size dome with interior lettering, fitted on a colorless lamp cup
marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent, supported on a gilt-brass double
arm with Clarke markings, raised on colorless cut glass hollow-stem
standard with ray-cut scallop-edge foot. Late 19th/early ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

316.25

340

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL AND CERAMIC
FAIRY LAMP, blue cased satin glass, pyramid-size dome fitted on a
ceramic base with three integral flower holders with S. Clarke's patent
marking, bottom marked for Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 4 1/2" H, 5 1/4" WOA.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

805.00

341

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMP, cased rose, fairy-size dome with notches cut in bottom
edge, fitted in a colorless Clarke's lamp cup and a matching crimped-rim
base raised on four colorless petal feet. Both dome and base with acidetched Clarke's patent mark. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7" H, 5 1/4" D
base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

431.25

342

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMP, cased apricot, fairy-size dome with notches cut in bottom
edge, fitted in a frosted colorless lamp cup with three holes spaced in
sides and a matching six-lobe base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7" H, 5"
DOA base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

690.00
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343

HERRINGBONE AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS FAIRY
LAMP, cased shaded rose, ball-shaped fairy-size dome with air vents in
bottom edge, finely decorated with English robins and gilt foliage, fitted on
a frosted rubina crimped-rim saucer base, together by association. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 3 1/2" H.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

373.75

344

HORNCASTLE STUDIOS OPALESCENT SWIRL EPERGNE FAIRY
LAMP SET, green vaseline (uranium), featuring six brass arms supporting
fairy-size domes fitted in colorless lamp cups, central standard fitted with
the same, all raised on an up-turned crimped-edge base. Together with
two matching fairy lamps featuring footed bases. Three pieces ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

373.75

345

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on blue, satin
finish, fairy-size dome with gilt floral decoration, fitted on a colorless lamp
cup with S. Clarke's patent and flower-trough base with upturned ruffled
rim. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" H, 7 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

632.50

346

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on blue, satin
finish, pyramid-size dome fitted on an unmarked lamp cup, supported in
Northwood pull-up-type pattern mushroom-form base with a wide-flanged
rim. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/2" H, 8" D.
Estimate: 200.00 - 400.00

862.50

347

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on yellow,
satin finish, pyramid-size dome fitted on an unmarked lamp cup of
unknown association and a matching bowl/base with pinched rim forming
six flower holders. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 3/4" H, 4 3/8" D bowl.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

632.50

348

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on blue, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a matching ribbon-rim lamp cup and
ruffled-rim clam-style bowl/base raised on three applied blue petal-like
feet. Fitted with a Clarke candle cup. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7" H, 6
1/2" DOA base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

632.50

349

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, opal
loops on ruby, satin finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a Clarke's Cricklite
colorless pegged lamp cup raised on a gilt-brass harp-form standard with
side rings supporting two colorless cut glass flower holders, and a
colorless cut glass foot. Side rings with Cricklite markings. ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

402.50
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350

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on blue, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's lamp cup and
matching flower-trough base with eight-fold up-turned ruffled rim. Possibly
Phoenix Glass Co. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5" H, 8 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

460.00

351

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on ruby, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup and
matching tri-corner ruffled-rim base raised on a colorless applied low foot.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 6" H, 8" DOA base.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

747.50

352

OPALINE GLASS FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, alabaster/clambroth
and rose with satin finish and gilt decoration, fairy-size petal-top shade
fitted on a colorless lamp cup marked with Clarke's Cricklite patent, raised
on a standard with applied snake encircling the stem, factory polished
table ring. Fourth quarter 19th century. ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

207.00

353

RIBBON STRIPE / "CLEVELAND" PATTERN HANGING FAIRY LAMP,
alternating rose and opal ribbons, satin finish, pyramid-size dome fitted on
a matching base with applied colorless drop, side of base with etched
Clarke's patent markings, candle cup with "Burglar's Horro" candle, giltbrass hanging frame fully marked with Clarke's patent. ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

632.50

354

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome fitted on
a Burmese lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, base with upward flaring piecrust rim and applied foot. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" H, 5 3/4"
DOA.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

546.25

355

WEBB BURMESE PLATEAU EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish,
featuring two colorless glass arms, each supporting a plain-rim base fitted
with fairy-size dome and a non-period Fenton Burmese lamp cup,
centering a glass standard supporting a scallop-rim flower bowl, each
extension fitted into a metal holder resting on a quatrefoil-shape ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

316.25

356

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome, fitted on
a colorless lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, base with deep pie-crust
crimped rim and polychrome Larch decoration. Thomas Webb & Sons.
Late 19th century. 5 1/8" H, 4" WOA.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

345.00
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357

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome with
polychrome Ivy decoration, fitted on a period colorless lamp cup marked
with S. Clarke's patent. Each fitted in a an unmarked metal stand. Thomas
Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 8 1/2" HOA.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

747.50

358

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome fitted on
a non-Period Fenton lamp cup, double-ruffled base with S. Clarke's patent
and an applied foot marked for Thomas Webb and Sons. Thomas Webb &
Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6 1/4" H, 6 1/4" DOA.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

373.75

359

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramidsize dome with polychrome Barberry decoration, fitted on a ceramic
Aladdin-lamp style base with S. Clarke's patent interior markings and
Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co. mark under base. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late
19th century. 4 1/2" H.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

747.50

360

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramidsize dome, fitted on a ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent and
integral Tapestry Ware flower-bowl base marked for Taylor, Tunnicliffe &
Co. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 5 1/2" H.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

287.50

361

ACID CUT-BACK CAMEO FAIRY LAMP, rose cut to colorless, large-size
inverted-baluster dome with a crimped rim and floral decoration, fitted on
a colorless lamp cup with flower moat and Clarke's patent markings.
Probably Val St. Lambert. Late 19th/early 20th century. 9" H, 7 1/4" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

218.50

362

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded rose, fairy-size dome with
ruffled and crimped rim and air vents around bottom, fitted in a colorless
lamp cup marked "THE CP LAMP", in a quatrefoil-shape bowl with folded
sides and fluted edges. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6" H, 10 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

172.50

363

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded peachblow-type color with
creamy white interior, fairy-size dome with pinched-in top rim, fitted in a
colorless Clarke's lamp cup with candle cup, and original square-crimped
rose-bowl style base. Probably Stevens & Williams. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 6 1/2" H, 4 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

632.50
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364

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded blue, fairy-size dome with
polychrome decoration featuring an English robin in flight, fitted on a
colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup and ruffled-rim base raised on four
applied colorless petal feet. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6 1/4" H, 6" D
base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

373.75

365

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, soft blue, fairy-size dome with
vertical ribs and acid-etched "Rd 50725 / TRADE MARK / "FAIRY'" mark,
fitted on a frosted colorless Clarke's lamp cup and ruffled-petticoat base
raised on an applied colorless pedestal foot. Fourth quarter 19th century.
6 1/4" H, 6" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

287.50

366

CASED SPATTER GLASS FAIRY LAMP ON PLATEAU STANDARD,
fairy-size dome with swirled ribs, fitted in a colorless Clarke's Cricklite
pegged lamp cup attached by a screw connector to a colorless pressed
glass Strawberry Diamond pattern stem and circular bevel-edge mirror
plateau. One metal fitting also with Clarke markings. ...
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

195.50

367

CASED SPATTER GLASS FAIRY LAMP, fairy-size dome with swirled
ribs, fitted in a colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup and matching crimped
eight-point star base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 3/4" H, 5" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

747.50

368

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMP, cased shaded blue, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless
Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup and crimped-rim waisted base. Fourth quarter
19th century. 7 1/4" H, 5 1/4" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

488.75

369

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMP, cased shaded blue, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless
Clarke's lamp cup with US patent, crimped-rim reversible base without
pattern. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" H, 7" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

488.75
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370

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMP, swirled cranberry and yellow, and colorless,
fairy-size dome with five rows of applied petals/leaves and etched
"Clarke's Fairy Pyramid" around bottom edge, on a matching colorless
lamp cup with applied row of petals/leaves at rim and raised on applied
petal feet, embossed "S. CLARKE FAIRY PYRAMID" to ...
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

402.50

371

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMP, amethyst to colorless, satin finish, chimneystyle rib-optic shade with boldly crimped top, large applied cranberryspatter flower with green leaves, and three air vents at bottom edge, on
original crimped-rim saucer base. Bohemia, probably Wilhelm Kralik &
Sons. First quarter 20th century. 6 1/8" H, 6 1/4" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

92.00

372

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on ruby, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup and
matching ribbon-edge bowl/base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 3/4" H, 5
1/4" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

805.00

373

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on ruby, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's lamp cup and
matching ruffled-rim bowl/base raised on a colorless applied low foot.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/2" H, 6" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

488.75

374

RIBBON STRIPE AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS FAIRY
LAMP, gold and green, fairy-size dome with puckered top and lightly
scalloped base, fitted on a tri-corner pond lily striped base with folded
sides, colorless Clarke's candle cup. Possibly John Walsh. Fourth quarter
19th century. 4 1/4" H, 6" DOA base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

690.00

375

SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, soft blue, fairy-size dome fitted on a
colorless Clarke's lamp cup with Clarke's candle cup, and original ruffled
flower-trough base with down-turned post. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6"
H, 6 3/4" D.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

287.50

376

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome fitted on
a non-period Fenton Burmese lamp cup, and reversible-skirt base with a
crimped rim, marked for Thomas Webb and Sons. Thomas Webb & Sons.
Late 19th/early 20th century. 5 1/2" H, 7 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

258.75

!
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377

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome, fitted
on a colorless lamp cup marked for S. Clarke, reversible skirted base with
a crimped rim. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 4 3/4" H, 5"
DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

184.00

378

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome, fitted
on a colorless lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, crimped six-pointed star
rim base. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 5 1/4" H.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

172.50

379

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome fitted on
a non-period Fenton Burmese lamp cup and a footed petticoat base,
marked S. Clarke on top, while the bottom is marked for Thomas Webb
and Sons. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th/early 20th century. 6" H, 5
3/4" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

402.50

380

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome fitted on
a non-period Fenton Burmese lamp cup, and reversible-skirt base with a
crimped rim, marked for Thomas Webb and Sons. Thomas Webb & Sons.
Late 19th/early 20th century. 5 1/4" H, 7 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

402.50

381

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramidsize dome with polychrome oak leaf and acorn decoration, fitted on a
ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, bottom is marked for Taylor,
Tunnicliffe and Co. Candle included with original paper label. Thomas
Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 3 3/4" H, 3 1/8" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

402.50

382

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramidsize dome with hand-painted polychrome acorn decoration, fitted on a
ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent, bottom marked for Taylor,
Tunnicliffe & Co. Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4" H,
3 1/4" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

287.50
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383

DECORATED CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded rose, fairysize dome with transferred Lace pattern decoration, fitted on a crystal
flower-holder-type base with S. Clarke's patent, lamp cup with US Patent
markings. Late 19th century. 6" H, 6 1/4" DOA.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

460.00

384

ACID-ETCHED FAIRY LAMP, cased cranberry, fairy-size dome with
ruffled top and dogwood decoration on a stippled background highlighted
in black, fitted on a heavy ruffled skirt-like base with integral candle cup.
Late 19th/early 20th century. 5" H, 5" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

126.50

385

ARABESQUE DECORATED FAIRY LAMP, opal crackled frit on ruby,
satin finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a Clarke's Patent colorless lamp cup
and bowl base with ruffled ribbon rim and short applied colorless feet.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 7" H, 6" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

258.75

386

ART DECO FAIRY LAMP, orange cased with satin finish, fairy-size
dome with dancing female silhouette decoration, fitted in a matching base.
Probably Czechoslovakia. Circa 1925. 5" H, 3 3/4" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

258.75

387

BACCARAT HELICAL TWIST / EYE AND SCROLL FAIRY LAMP, Rose
Tiente, fairy-size dome with flared factory polished top rim having four
spaced holes and a notched base, with two different matching pattern
bases, each with scallop-edge rim and signed in bottom, the low saucer
with two rings, footed saucer without rings. First quarter ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

402.50

388

BACCARAT PINWHEEL FAIRY LAMP, Rose Tiente, fairy-size dome
with factory polished top rim and notched base, resting in a matching
scallop-edge base with two raised rings and signed in bottom. First
quarter 20th century. 4" H, 5 3/4" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

287.50

389

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded orange with satin
finish, chimney-style shade with four floral reserves, crimped six-point star
top and two air vents at bottom edge, on a matching crimped-rim saucer
base. Late 19th/early 20th century. 6" H, 5 3/4" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00
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390

BURMESE EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size dome fitted
on a colorless lamp cup with Clarke and Portieux markings, raised on a
two part modified standard that is joined by epoxy, together by
association. Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth quarter 19th century. 13 1/2"
H, 12 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

402.50

391

CASED GLASS FAIRY LAMP, mottled green and opal, pyramid-size
dome with molded flower petals and two ground air vents at bottom edge,
on matching base with ribbed lamp cup and applied mottled cranberry
rigaree skirt. Late 19th/early 20th century. 3 1/2" H, 4 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

316.25

392

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, soft blue, pyramid-size dome with
ribs swirled to the right and four air vents at bottom edge, fitted on a
Clarke's lamp cup, supported in a gilt-brass hanging frame. Fourth quarter
19th century. Lamp 3" H, 12" H in frame.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

161.00

393

DECORATED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, opaque pink, fairy-size
dome featuring a polychrome veranda scene within a cartouche and three
notches cut in bottom rim, fitted on a colorless lamp cup marked with
Clarke's patent, raised on a gilt-brass and mirror plateau stand. Late 19th/
early 20th century. 6" H, 4 3/4" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

230.00

394

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMP, cased shaded gold, fairy-size dome on original crimped-rim
flower trough base with two rings of applied colorless rigaree surrounding
post, drop-in colorless Clarke's candle cup supported by later metal
straps. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6" H, 7" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

373.75

395

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
CLARKE MODEL 294 FAIRY LAMP, cased shaded blue, pyramid-size
dome fitted on a marked Clarke colorless lamp cup and ruffled-rim base
raised on five colorless leaf-form feet. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 3/4"
H, 5" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

287.50

396

ENGLISH CAMEO FAIRY LAMP, white cut to deep rose, satin finish,
fairy-size dome featuring a flowering tree decoration, fitted on a colorless
lamp cup marked with Clarke's patent, resting on a matching tri-fold tray/
base with cameo notch-and-scallop border. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5"
H, 6" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

575.00
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397

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMP, shaded pink opalescent and colorless,
fairy-size dome with three rows of applied petals/leaves and etched
"TRADE MARK FAIRY MADE ABROAD" around bottom edge, fitted on an
unmarked non-period colorless lamp cup and cased pink saucer base with
down-turned petticoat rim. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/2" H, 5 1/4"
DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

488.75

398

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMP, cranberry and colorless, satin finish, spotoptic shade with a medial row of applied up-turned flower petals and three
air vents at bottom edge, on a diamond-optic saucer base with lightly
ruffled rim. Bohemia. First quarter 20th century. 5 1/2" H, 6" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

80.50

399

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMP, soft blue and colorless, satin finish, ribbed
shade with three rows of applied up-turned flower petals and two air vents
at bottom edge, on a matching base raised on five applied feet. Bohemia.
First quarter 20th century. 6 3/4" H, 5" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

230.00

400

HORNCASTLE STUDIOS EPERGNE FAIRY LAMP, cased cranberry,
featuring a central fairy-size dome surrounded by six brass arms
supporting flower vases with applied colorless rigaree bands and lower
drops, all raised on an up-turned crimped-edge base. Nick Inman,
Horncastle Studios, England. Circa 2005. 14 3/4" HOA, 11" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

258.75

401

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on blue, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's lamp cup and
matching ribbon-rim base raised on four applied colorless petal feet.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" H, 6" D rim.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

517.50

402

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on colorless,
satin finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's lamp cup and
matching rose-bowl style base with lightly crimped rim. Fourth quarter
19th century. 6 1/2" H, 4 1/4" DOA base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

546.25
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403

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on blue, satin
finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's Cricklite pegged lamp
cup and matching standard of unknown association. Cup peg fits into
modern cork inside neck of standard. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7 1/4"
H, 3 3/4" D foot.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

546.25

404

NORTHWOOD PULL-UP-TYPE PATTERN FAIRY LAMP, opal swirled
feathering on yellow, satin finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a Clarke's
colorless pegged lamp cup and bowl base with ruffled crimped rim and
applied center socket to accept the cup, rough pontil mark. Fourth quarter
19th century. 6" H, 7 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

575.00

405

NORTHWOOD PULL-UP-TYPE PATTERN FAIRY LAMP, turquoise
swirled feathering on opal, satin finish, fairy-size dome fitted with flared
ruffled top, on a colorless pressed glass standard. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 10" H, 3 1/4" SQ base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

184.00

406

OPALESCENT STRIPE FAIRY LAMP, cranberry with satin finish, coneshaped dome with crimped top and four air vents at bottom edge, on a
matching ribbon-rim footed base. Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century. 4
3/4" H, 5 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

230.00

407

OPALESCENT STRIPE FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, blue (two slightly
different shades) and butterscotch with satin finish, each cone-shaped
dome with crimped top and four air vents at bottom edge, on matching
ribbon-rim footed bases. Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century. 4 1/2" and
4 3/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

287.50

408

OPALINE GLASS FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, pink alabaster/
clambroth with gilt decoration, shade and base with so-called Mary
Gregory white-enamel decoration, interior fitted with a pegged candle
holder. Fourth quarter 19th century. 9 1/2" H, 3 3/4" D foot.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

138.00

409

POMPEIAN SWIRL AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMP, cased gold, fairy-size dome with crimped rim, fitted in a
colorless lamp cup with Clarke's US patent marking, and an associated
yellow cased satin base with crimped up- and down-turned rim. Dome
probably Stevens & Williams. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5" H, 6 1/4"
DOA base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

460.00
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410

RUSTIC MOLDED FAIRY LAMP, pale blue satin with yellow stained and
gilt decorations, large-size ruffle-top dome shade with embossed morning
glory vine against a tree-bark background, resting on a matching base
containing a colorless candle cup marked with Clarke's patent. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 8 1/2" H, 5" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

92.00

411

SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, pink satin and pink
opaline, pyramid-size dome with ribs swirled to the left and two air vents
cut into bottom edge, on a matching lamp cup, supported on a tall-stem
standard raised on applied colorless petal-like feet. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 8 3/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

412

THREADED GLASS FAIRY LAMP, colorless and pale green with gilt
decoration, pyramid-size dome with petal-top rim and applied flowers, on
a plain lamp cup with non-original wooden seat and candle cup, on a
matching tri-corner bowl/base raised on an applied feet. First quarter 20th
century. 7" H, 3 1/2" D foot.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

69.00

413

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome with
polychrome Ivy decoration, fitted on a colorless lamp cup with S. Clarke's
patent. Fitted in quadruple-plate stand marked for Pairpoint
Manufacturing. Thomas Webb & Sons. Late 19th century. 3 7/8" H, 3" D.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

316.25

414

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, pyramid-size dome with
polychrome moss rose-and-butterfly decoration, fitted on a colorless lamp
cup with S. Clarke's patent, petticoat base with applied foot and menu
holder. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/4" H, 4 1/4" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

690.00

415

WEBB BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMP, plush finish, fairy-size
dome fitted on a ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent and integral
Tapestry Ware handled base with polychrome floral and foliage decoration
marked for Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co. Fourth quarter 19th century. 6 1/4" H,
7 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

230.00

!
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416

CASED GLASS FAIRY LAMP, glossy chartreuse shaded green, fairysize dome with crimped and ruffled top on a matching crimped and ruffled
base, each with an applied yellow rim. Late 19th/early 20th century. 5 1/2"
H, 5 1/2" D base.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

258.75

417

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, rose, fairy-size shade with shaped
top rim, flanged base fitter and polychrome enamel and gilt decoration
featuring a butterfly, fitted in a stamped brass chamberstick decorated
with human and gargoyle masks, socket with Clarke's "Burglar's Horror"
candle. Shade and base together by association. ...
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

115.00

418

CASED SPEARMINT SWIRL FAIRY LAMP, fairy-size dome with vertical
ribs, fitted on a colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup and silver-plated
stand. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7 1/4" H, 3 3/4" D stand.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

195.50

419

JEWELED CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded yellow, crimptop shade fitted with four faceted colored jewels secured with brass
frames, matching crimp-edge base with colorless rim. Late 19th/early 20th
century. 5 1/2" H, 6" DOA.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

195.50

420

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMP, opal loops on medium
blue, satin finish, fairy-size dome fitted on a frosted Clarke's lamp cup and
matching square-rim base raised on four applied colorless triangular feet.
Probably 20th century. 5 1/2" H, 5" SQ rim.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

230.00

421

OPALESCENT STRIPE FAIRY LAMP, blue with satin finish, coneshaped dome with crimped top and four air vents at bottom edge, on a
matching ribbon-rim footed base. Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century. 4
1/2" H, 5 1/4" D base.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

184.00

422

OVERSHOT GLASS FAIRY LAMP, rubina, fairy-size dome with flared
ribbon top and two air vents at bottom edge, fitted on a colorless Clarke's
Cricklite lamp cup and matching base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/4"
H, 3 7/8" D base.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

287.50
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423

OVERSHOT GLASS FAIRY LAMP, cranberry and colorless, pyramidsize dome molded with ribs swirled to the right, on base with ribbed lamp
cup and two applied rows of up-turned leaves around lower edge. Late
19th/early 20th century. 3 3/4" H, 4" DOA.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

230.00

424

OVERSHOT GLASS FAIRY LAMP, cranberry and colorless, pyramidsize dome with molded flower petals and two ground air vents at bottom
edge, on matching base with ribbed lamp cup raised on applied petal feet.
Late 19th/early 20th century. 4" H, 3 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

287.50

425

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, shaded rose, fairy-size dome with
ruffled and crimped rim and four air vents at bottom edge, fitted in a
colorless Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup, and an associated base with
crimped up- and down-turned rim, and slightly yellow casing. Base
probably Stevens & Williams. Fourth quarter 19th century. ...
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

402.50

426

RIBBON STRIPE / "CLEVELAND" PATTERN FAIRY LAMP, alternating
rose and opal ribbons, satin finish, fairy-size dome of lighter color fitted on
a colorless Clarke's lamp cup and ribbon-rim base raised on four applied
colorless petal feet. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" H, 6" D rim.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

207.00

427

GERMAN PORCELAIN LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMP, panel depicting a
young lady at a water spigot with jar, supported in a black-painted metal
stand fitted with a colorless pyramid-size paneled diamond point pattern
dome and candle cup marked with Rd No. 92571 under the rim edge.
Panel stamped "P.P.M. / 35" on verso. Fourth quarter 19th ...
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

428

GERMAN PORCELAIN "LITTLE MISS MUFFET" LITHOPHANE FAIRY
LAMP, gilt decoration, fairy-size dome featuring two panels each depicting
a seated child, one with a frog in her dish and the other watching a rabbit,
fitted on the original saucer base with integral candle cup, not signed.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/4" H, 3 7/8" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00
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429

GERMAN PORCELAIN LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMP ON FIGURAL
STANDARD, pyramid-size dome featuring three panels depicting
Stembridge's "Bijou Transparencies" No. 103, fitted on an unglazed lamp
cup that is plastered to a standard depicting a little girl with basket of
flowers, dome with light numerical markings. Fourth quarter 19th century.
9" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

115.00

430

GERMAN PORCELAIN LITHOPHANE SHADE FAIRY LAMP, truncated
cone shade with four scenic panels, fitted on a colorless Clarke's Cricklite
pegged lamp cup with candle cup, raised on a brass candlestick. Shade
stamped with Germany and numerals. Fourth quarter 19th century. 12" H,
5 1/4" D top rim.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

69.00

432

GERMAN PORCELAIN LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMPS / WARMERS, LOT
OF TWO, comprising a patinated metal frame on paw feet set with four
panels featuring children and other figures, fitted with a colorless pyramidsize fairy lamp, and a brass frame warmer set with four scenic panels and
fitted with a candle cup and candle. First panels ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

287.50

435

HAMPSHIRE ART POTTERY FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, comprising
a mottled blue-glaze base and a green-glaze base, each with single sidemounted handle, fitted with colorless ribbed domes, one with satin finish.
Each base with appropriate markings including "140" and an M within a
circle. First quarter 20th century. 5" and 5 1/2" H.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

161.00

436

GERMAN BISQUE FIGURAL THREE FACE NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS,
LOT OF TWO, polychrome decoration, each of triangular-form with a face
on each side depicting a cat, dog, and owl, pink-base example with
original inset green, yellow and amber glass eyes, embossed "2977"
under base, blue-base example with replaced eyes and no markings.
Fourth ...
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

287.50

437

GERMAN KPM BISQUE FIGURAL TWO FACE NURSERY / FAIRY
LAMP, polychrome decoration, face on each side depicting a cat and an
owl, original inset green and amber glass eyes, four hanging holes in top
edge, blue "KPM" mark under base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 3/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

172.50

438

BISQUE FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMP, polychrome decoration,
depicting a running rabbit surrounded by inset glass jewels, open back to
accept candle cup, no markings. Probably Germany. Late 19th/early 20th
century. 3 1/4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

57.50

439

CERAMIC FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, including a
porcelain figural example with three oranges forming the feet and the
interior of cup marked for Clarke, fitted with a non-original ceramic dome.
Late 19th/first quarter 20th century. 4" to 6" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

316.25

440

CERAMIC FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR,
including a bisque monkey head with cold painted features, two with rear
hanging holes. Late 19th/first quarter 20th century. 2 3/4" to 3 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

195.50
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441

GERMAN PORCELAIN FIGURAL STANDARD FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF
THREE, each with colorless ribbed dome, comprising a near pair featuring
a Colonial lady and gentleman, and a bisque example with cherub stem
and candle, impressed markings under base, one including "D.R.G.M."
Late 19th/early 20th century. 9 3/8" and 10 5/8" HOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

92.00

442

GERMAN BISQUE FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF
TWO, polychrome decoration, comprising a owl and a cat, each with inset
eyes of unknown association and a blue rope with tassels below face, no
markings. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 3/4" and 3 1/2" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

172.50

443

PORCELAIN FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, each
depicting an owl with glass eyes, the white example with removable base
marked for RS Germany, other example with original porcelain candle cup
and unmarked. First quarter 20th century. 3" and 5" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

195.50

444

JEWELED GILDED STAMPED-BRASS HANGING FAIRY LAMP, conical
frame set with 27 colored-glass faceted jewels, suspended on three
adjustable chains with lower holder for lamp. Fourth quarter 19th century.
25 1/2" HOA, frame is 6" H and 5 1/2" D.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

316.25

445

JEWELED MOLDED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP, rubina, ruffled crimptop shade with diamond quilted pattern and fitted with four faceted jewels
secured with brass frames, resting in a ruffled crimp-edge base with
chevron pattern. Late 19th/early 20th century. 6 1/4" H, 7 1/4" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

184.00

446

JEWELED STAMPED-BRASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, each
set with colored-glass faceted jewels, comprising an urn-form example
with bronze patina and removable base fitted with a candle cup, a crownform example fitted on a Clarke's lamp cup with candle cup, and a globeform example with three hanging hooks at the top and fitted with ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

287.50

447

JEWELED STAMPED-BRASS FAIRY LAMPS AND RELATED
ARTICLES, LOT OF FIVE, each set with colored-glass faceted jewels,
comprising three hand lamps, one with swinging holder, and two candle
shades, some with gilding. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3" to 4 1/4" HOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

316.25

448

SILVERED CRAQUELLE FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, blue, pyramidsize dome with ribs swirled to the right, fitted on a Clarke's lamp cup,
supported in an ormolu frame resting on a notched and beveled mirror
plateau. Fourth quarter 19th century. Lamp 3 1/4" H, 6 1/2" HOA, 3" D
base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

402.50
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449

JEWELED ORMOLU FAIRY LAMP, finely detailed dome set with
colored-glass faceted jewels, on original base with finger ring and three
paw feet, Clarke's "Pyramid" candle. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 3/4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

184.00

450

JEWELED GILDED CAST-BRASS PAIR OF FAIRY LAMPS, each dome
set with colored-glass faceted jewels, on original locking base with finger
ring and three tab feet, original metal candle cups. Possibly Bradley &
Hubbard. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

258.75

451

ASSORTED AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS FAIRY
LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, shaded blue, each fairy-size dome with crimped
rim and air vents around bottom, on matching bases, one with swirls
underneath, the other without pattern. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 3/4"
and 5 1/2" H.
Estimate: 200.00 - 300.00

230.00

452

CASED SATIN GLASS FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, shaded
rose, depicting a circular and a square brick building, circular example
with matching lamp cup, other with lucite lamp cup, each on a ribbon-rim
reversible base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7" H, 6 3/4" D base, and 7
1/2" H, 7 1/4" D base.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

184.00

453

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, cased shaded rose, each pyramid-size
dome fitted on a colorless Clarke's lamp cup, one with additional rosebowl type base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 1/2" and 5 1/2" H.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

258.75

454

NORTHWOOD PULL-UP-TYPE PATTERN FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF
TWO, opal and rose swirled feathering on colorless, and pink swirled
feathering on opal, each with satin finish and Sombrero-style dome having
an integral ribbon-rim flower trough, one fitted on a frosted colorless
circular fluted base with integral candle cup, no markings located. ...
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

258.75

455

SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMPS ON STANDARDS, LOT OF TWO, yellow
and cased pale green, each pyramid-size dome with ribs swirled to the left
and two air vents cut into bottom edge, on a matching lamp cup,
supported on a tall-stem rib-optic standard raised on applied colorless
petal-like feet. Fourth quarter 19th century. 9" H.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

345.00

456

SATIN GLASS FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, comprising a
cased shaded blue bird cage and a pink coral lighthouse, each with three
air vents and metal roof cap with hanging ring. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 6 1/2" and 7" H.
Estimate: 150.00 - 250.00

345.00

457

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS ON STANDARDS, LOT OF TWO,
each pyramid-size dome, comprising a cranberry example with applied
colorless leaves raised on a pressed glass standard, and a yellow
overshot example with swirled ribs, fitted in Clarke's lamp cup raised on a
fabricated gilt brass standard. Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

80.50
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458

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, each fairy-size
dome, comprising a cranberry diamond-optic example with vertical ribs,
and a cased rose example molded with heavy vertical drape panels, each
fitted on a colorless lamp cup marked "The CP Lamp" in base. Either will
fit into the gilt-metal stand with supports forms as human ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

184.00

459

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, blue shaded
to colorless with satin finish, each chimney-style shade with ruffled and
crimped top and four air vents at bottom edge, on matching saucer bases.
Late 19th/early 20th century. 5 1/2" and 6 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

92.00

460

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, pink shaded
to colorless and colorless, both with satin finish, each chimney-style
shade with ruffled and crimped top and two air vents at bottom edge, on
matching saucer bases. Late 19th/early 20th century. 6 1/4" and 6 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

149.50

461

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, mottled yellow
and opal, and pink satin, each pyramid-size dome with two ground air
vents, one with ribs swirled to the left and other with vertical ribs, each on
a matching base raised on petal feet, one with applied, flanged skirt. Late
19th/early 20th century. 3 3/4" and 4 1/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

115.00

462

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT TWO, shaded rose, one
with creamy white interior, each fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless
Clarke's lamp cup and matching crimped-rim base. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 5 1/2" and 7" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

207.00

463

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, vaseline (uranium) over
cased pink opalescent, and colorless over shaded blue, each pyramidsize dome with rows of applied petals/leaves, one fitted in a colorless
pressed glass standard, the other in a colorless Clarke's lamp cup. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 3 3/4" and 8" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

115.00

464

FLOWER TROUGH FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, comprising a blue
diamond point fairy-size dome with Clarke's patent markings on interior,
and a rose and opal spatter tall dome with satin finish, each fitted on a
colorless lamp cup with flower moat and Clarke's patent markings. Tall
dome possibly Phoenix Glass Co. Fourth quarter ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

80.50

465

GLASS AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, each fairy-size
dome fitted on a ceramic lamp cup with S. Clarke's patent and integral
Tapestry Ware flower-bowl base marked for Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 6" H, 7 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

161.00

466

GLASS FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, colorless
with milky tint and green, each with satin finish, comprising a lighthouse
and a two-story house, each fitted on a Clarke's hill-form lamp cup. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 4 1/4" and 4 3/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00
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467

GLASS FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE,
colorless with milky tint, cranberry, and green, each with satin finish dome
shaped like a monk's head, each fitted on a Clarke's lamp cup. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 4 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

103.50

468

GLASS FIGURAL NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE,
colorless with milky tint, cranberry, and green, each with satin finish dome
shaped like a baby's head with faces on opposite sides, one side smiling,
the other crying, two with colorless, satin finish, shoulder-shaped lamp
cups, remaining lamp cup with a Clarke's patent. ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

161.00

469

GLASS FIGURAL OWL HEADS NURSERY / FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF
TWO, red and olive green, each with satin finish domes with monochrome
eyes, fitted on colorless lamp cups with S. Clarke's patent. Fourth quarter
19th century. 4 1/4" and 4 1/8" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

57.50

470

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, opal
loops on yellow, satin finish, each fairy-size dome fitted on a colorless
Clarke's lamp cup, one in a matching flower-trough base with eight-fold
up-turned ruffled rim. Possibly Phoenix Glass Co. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 5" H, 8 1/2" D base and 4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

258.75

471

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, opal
loops on red and yellow, satin finish, each fairy-size dome fitted on a
colorless Clarke's lamp cup. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/4" H, 3 7/8"
D.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

195.50

472

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, opal
loops on red and blue, satin finish, each pyramid-size dome fitted on a
colorless Clarke's lamp cup, one with candle. Fourth quarter 19th century.
3 1/2" H, 2 7/8" D.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

218.50

473

THREADED PAIR OF FAIRY LAMPS, colorless, each pyramid-size
dome fitted in a Clarke's lamp cup and tri-corner ribbon-rim base with
applied threading around neck, petal-like medial rigaree and rear menu
holder, one engraved "Clarke's Fairy Patent" in script within polished pontil
mark. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5 1/4" H, 4 3/4" D base.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

431.25

474

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, plush finish, each
fairy-size dome fitted on a non-period Fenton Burmese lamp cup and
crimped base, three units with polychrome decoration, both bases with
acid stamp for Thomas Webb and Sons. Thomas Webb & Sons. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 5 1/2" and 6 1/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

517.50

475

ASSORTED FLOWER TROUGH FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, each
fairy-size dome on a non-matching base, comprising a cut-glass dome
fitted on a Clarke's lamp cup and Northwood pull-up pattern base, and a
white enameled impasto cameo done on a pressed glass base with an
integral Clarke's lamp cup. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5" H, 7" D bases.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

69.00

476

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, each fairy-size
dome with air vents at bottom edge, comprising a blue to colorless
overshot example fitted on a Clarke's blue Strawberry Diamond lamp cup,
and a blue satin glass example with polychrome-enamel decorated dome
fitted on a base of slightly differing color raised on four applied ...
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

126.50

477

CASED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMP ON STANDARD, pink cased opal
with polychrome floral decoration, pyramid-size dome with ribs swirled to
the right, fitted in colorless lamp cup marked with "Rd 92571", supported
on a gilt-brass floriform standard with inset and loose jewels, mounted on
a modern wooden base. Fourth quarter 19th century. ...
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

57.50
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478

DIAMOND QUILT AIR-TRAP MOTHER-OF-PEARL SATIN GLASS
FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, cased shaded blue, each fairy-size dome
with crimped top, one ruffled crimped-rim base and one plain rim base.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 3/4" and 6" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

80.50

479

DIAMOND QUILT SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO,
comprising a blue cylindrical fairy-size dome with flared crimped top and
air vents in bottom edge, fitted on a Clarke's Cricklite lamp cup, and a
deep rose cased crushed velvet fairy-size dome on a matching crimpedrim base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 4 1/2" and 6 1/2" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

69.00

480

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, yellow green, orange
cranberry, and colorless, fairy-size domes, each with five rows of applied
petals/leaves and with Clarke's etched around bottom edge, green
example on a matching colorless lamp cup with applied row of petals/
leaves at rim and raised on applied petal feet, embossed "S. CLARKE ...
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

115.00

481

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, various colors, each
pyramid-size dome with rows of applied petals/leaves, two fitted in
matching colored bases, one fitted in a colorless Clarke's lamp cup.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 2 3/4" and 4 1/2" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

373.75

482

FLORIFORM FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, various colors, each
dome with rows of applied petals/leaves, various bases, one in a silverplated stand. Fourth quarter 19th century. 7 1/4" and 11 1/2" H.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

172.50

483

WEBB BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, plush finish, each with
fairy-size domes fitted on non-Period Fenton Burmese candle cups, one
with a double ruffled base with applied foot marked for Thomas Webb and
Sons, the other with a rose bowl-type base. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5
5/7" H to 6 1/2" DOA.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

115.00

484

ASSORTED ENAMEL-DECORATED FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE,
colorless and deep fiery opalescent, each with ruffled crimp-top shade,
one with molded vertical feathers, various polychrome floral decorations,
one with landscape reserves. Late 19th/early 20th century. 6" to 11 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

92.00

485

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, cranberry, teal
and blue, comprising one plain wee-size dome and two fairy-size domes
with decoration, each on an appropriate base/cup. Late 19th/early 20th
century. 3" to 5 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

80.50

486

ASSORTED OVERSHOT GLASS FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF
THREE, each pyramid-size dome, comprising a light opalescent crown
and shell, and a green pineapple/thistle, fitted in Clarke's lamp cups.
Fourth quarter 19th century. 4" to 5 1/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

487

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, deep ruby,
blue green, and amber with satin finish, each fairy-size dome with all-over
diamonds, fitted in Clarke's colorless lamp cups. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 4 3/4" to 5" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

80.50

488

FLORAL DECORATED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE,
comprising a cased fireglow rib-optic, an opaque pink, and a peach
shaded to colorless, each with air vents and on original base. Fourth
quarter 19th/early 20th century. 4 1/4" to 5" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

149.50
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489

ITALIAN MILLEFIORI FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF TWO, each conical shade
on a matching base, one with "KB" label. Second half 20th century. 5" and
5 1/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

218.50

490

ITALIAN MILLEFIORI FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, each conical
shade on a matching base, one with "KB" label and one with Murano
label. Second half 20th century. 4 1/2" to 5" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

491

MODERN ART GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, including plated
amberina, peachblow and Wheeling coral/peachblow. Probably Italy.
Second half 20th century. 4 1/2" to 5 1/2" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

195.50

492

MODERN GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF SIX, including two decorated
cranberry, one lacking base, two with Italy labels. Italy and others. Second
half 20th century. 5" to 6" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

46.00

493

NAILSEA / VENETIAN THREAD FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, opal
loops on blue, ruby and colorless, satin finish, each fairy-size dome fitted
on a colorless lamp cup, two with Clarke's patent. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 4" to 5" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

287.50

494

OVERSHOT GLASS FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE,
cranberry, cobalt blue, and colorless with slight opalescence, each
pyramid-size dome formed as Queen Victoria's crown, fitted in a Clarke's
lamp cup, one with a Victoria Jubilee underplate. Circa 1887. 4 3/8" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

172.50

495

PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, vaseline (uranium)
opalescent, blue opalescent and amber, each pyramid-size dome with
nine heavy vertical ribs, one fitted in a Clarke's pegged lamp cup raised
on an associated thorn vase, others in a Clarke's lamp cup. Each
opalescent dome bearing Rd 130643 to interior of top. George
Davidson ...
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

575.00

496

ASSORTED BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF
THREE, each pyramid-size dome, comprising an opalescent and an
amber overshot with heavy melon ribs, and a pale green satin, smocked
pattern, fitted in Clarke's lamp cups. Late 19th/first quarter 20th century. 3
3/4" to 4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

149.50

497

ASSORTED CASED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE,
comprising two pyramid-size and one fairy-size domes, two with spatter
decoration and one with peppermint-stripe decoration, small examples
with matching lamp cups, each with matching base raised on applied
colorless feet. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5" to 8" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

230.00

498

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, one shade with a
heavy applied flower, two on appropriate base, scenic painted shade and
base together by association. Late 19th/first quarter 20th century. 5" to 6
1/2" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

34.50

499

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, shades of blue,
one with satin finish, fairy-size domes, elements of unknown association.
Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century. 5" to 6" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

195.50

500

ASSORTED SATIN GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, comprising
one pyramid-size and two fairy-size domes, including a cased blue dome
with ribbon-rim base, and a cased pink thorn dome, green example
possibly together by association. Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century.
4" to 5" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

57.50
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501

BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, plush finish, each
pyramid-size dome fitted on different base, two lamp cups are non-original
resin copies. Thomas Webb & Sons and others. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 3 3/4" to 6 1/4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

138.00

502

BURMESE AND CERAMIC FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF THREE, comprising
two fairy-size and one pyramid-size dome fitted on different polychrome
decorated Tapestry Ware bases marked for Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co., one
in the original brass frame. Thomas Webb & Sons and others. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 4 1/2" to 6" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

80.50

503

ASSORTED FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, comprising two with glasspetal flowers and stone leaves raised on a metal standard, a Clarke's
pegged lamp cup raised on a brass base, and a cut-overlay fairy-size
dome fitted on a Clarke's pegged lamp cup and cut-glass standard with
brass screw connector. 19th and 20th century. 9" to 18 1/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

57.50

504

ASSORTED FAIRY LAMPS ON STANDARDS, LOT OF FIVE, colorless,
comprising two pairs with matching metal and fabric shades, one pair
featuring Clarke's pegged lamp cups, and a single with beaded shade.
First quarter 20th century. 9" to 13" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

92.00

505

ASSORTED PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, deep
amethyst, colorless opalescent, and amber, each pyramid-size dome fitted
in an appropriate base and with molded Rd number. Stembridge, Greener
and others. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 1/2" to 5 1/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

34.50

506

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, deep ruby,
medium ruby and yellow-green, each pyramid-size dome fitted in a
Clarke's colorless base, one with flower trough. Fourth quarter 19th/early
20th century. 3 3/4" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

57.50

507

PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, two teal green, light
green and amber, one fairy-size and three pyramid-size domes, three
fitted in a Clarke lamp cup, one in an unmarked cup. Fourth quarter 19th
century. 3 1/2" to 5" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

57.50

508

PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, teal green, light blue
and two shades of amber, one fairy-size and three pyramid-size domes,
each fitted in a Clarke lamp cup. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 1/2" to 5"
H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

57.50

509

PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, bright blue, teal
green, light blue and amber, each fairy-size dome with interior Clarke
lettering, fitted in an appropriate lamp cup, three with Clarke markings and
one with George Davidson marking. Fourth quarter 19th century. 5" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 150.00

46.00

510

BLOWN-MOLDED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, various
colors, two with satin finish, one with overshot finish, each pyramid-size
dome with ribs swirled to the right, fitted in appropriate lamp cups, one
deep green. Fourth quarter 19th century. 3 1/2" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

57.50

511

OVERSHOT GLASS FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, ruby,
green, blue and colorless opalescent, each squatty pyramid-size dome in
the form of a berry and, fitted in colorless Clarke's' lamp cups. Fourth
quarter 19th century. 3 3/4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00
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512

ASSORTED PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF FOUR, various
colors, each pyramid-size dome fitted in an appropriate base, light blue
example with molded Rd number. Fourth quarter 19th/early 20th century.
3 1/4" to 3 3/4" H.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

34.50

513

ASSORTED CLARKE'S FAIRY LAMP ACCESSORIES, LOT OF 12,
including two warming stands, an inhaler, and a Birmingham sterling silver
traveling candle case hallmarked for 1911. Fourth quarter 19th/first
quarter 20th century. Tallest 10" H.
Estimate: 100.00 - 200.00

747.50

514

ASSORTED FAIRY LAMP AND RELATED OBJECTS, LOT OF FIVE,
comprising a Clarke's diamond point pyramid-size dome and cup in a
paper-covered wooden box dated 1902, a box of Clarke's Cricklite doublewick lights/candles, an unopened box of Rice's Improved "Childs'" Night
Lights/candles, along with two other boxes of candles. Late 19th/first ...
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

345.00

515

ASSORTED FAIRY LAMP BASES AND RELATED ARTICLES, LOT OF
18, mostly glass including satin and cased. Mostly fourth quarter 19th/first
quarter 20th century. Various sizes.
Estimate: 80.00 - 120.00

373.75

518

ASSORTED FAIRY LAMP CUPS, LOT OF 18, colored and colorless,
pyramid- and fairy-size, one ceramic and the remaining glass, including
two pegged, one with diffuser, most with Clarke markings. Mostly fourth
quarter 19th century. Various sizes.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

258.75

519

ASSORTED FAIRY LAMP CUPS, LOT OF 33, colored and colorless,
odd- and fairy-size, most marked for Fenton. Second half 20th century.
Various sizes.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

115.00

522

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF SIX, various colors, each
on an appropriate base/cup. 20th century. 3 1/2" to 9 1/2" H.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

23.00

523

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF 11, various colors, each
pyramid-size dome fitted in an appropriate base. Fourth quarter 19th/first
quarter 20th century. 3 1/2" to 11" H.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

172.50

524

ASSORTED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS, LOT OF 14, various colors, each
fairy-size dome fitted in an appropriate base except for one. Fourth
quarter 19th/first quarter 20th century. 4 1/4" to 8" H.
Estimate: 50.00 - 100.00

149.50
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